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BANDUNG (4d/3n) : Bandung – Dung
Day 1: Pasar Baru Trade Center - Toko Tiga - Saung Udjo - Riau Street Area (-/L/D)
Pickup at the airport or train station by our driver and guide then visit to Pasar Baru Bandung or also known as
Pasar Baru Trade Center. Here you can find floors of clothes, garments and textiles at bargain price. Next lunch at a
local restaurant serving authentic and halal Sundanese/Bandung food. Afterward, visit to Toko Tiga which is the
factory outlet for local and international jeans brand. Later, more shopping trip to Riau Street Area with easy
access to famous factory outlet such as Heritage, The Summit, The Secret, Oasis, Terminal Tas, Stamp and many
more. In the afternoon trip to Saung Udjo to see traditional bamboo music performance and dance. In the
afternoon drop to hotel for check in. In the evening. Later pickup for dinner at Belacan Restaurant serving
Indonesian flying fish an authentic Indonesian cuisine. In the evening visiting the old town area known as Jalan
Braga. Go back in time by strolling down the street and see the old and historic buildings now turned as shops and
cafes. Later drop back to hotel and free program.

Day 2: North Bandung (B/L/D)
Early rise then trip to North Bandung where we will visit the infamous Tangkuban Perahu Volcano. The myth that
surround this volcano dates back to centuries and become a nation wide fairytale about a forbidden story of
Sangkuriang and Dayang Sumbi. Hiking up closer to the crater to enjoy the beautiful view and here also you can
check how the locals boil eggs using the natural hot spring. Next, we will relax by enjoying the hot spring in Ciater.
Located around 30 minutes from Tangkuban Perahu. The streams and pools are fed by warm mineral springs,
which are created by the heat from nearby volcanoes thus the water contains iodium and sulfur that are good for
skin and bone treatment. Next, we will visit a unique setting restaurant known for its deliciousness and natural
atmosphere. Afterward return back to Bandung city to visit factory outlets including Rumah Mode, Polo Ralph
Laurent, Nike and many more. Before return back to hotel visit to Bandung well know shopping center, Paris Van
Java mall. Then drop back to hotel for quick rest and later pick up again for dinner on the hill to enjoy amazing
Bandung night view. Drop back to hotel and free program.

Day 3: South Bandung (B/L/D)
In the morning meeting with guide and depart to Kawah Putih (White Crater Lake) in Ciwidey. The lake changes its
colour from bluish to whitish green or brown, depending on the concentration of sulphur and the temperature or
the oxidation state. Next visit to another natural site known as Patengan Lake, a very exotic lake with greenish
surrounding that can be explored using wooden boat. There is a small island in the middle of the lake that hold
interesting love story ofki Santang dan Dewi Rengganis where its believed that any couples visiting this island will
forever by together.

Next, relaxing at the majestic Ciwidei Tea Plantation where you can walk around and enjoy the fresh air later try
the local tea. Then lunch at Saung Gawir, a local Indonesian restaurant with variety of delicious choices from
seafood, Indonesian food and Sundanese food. In the afternoon, short stop at Kopi Luwak Plantation (Civet Coffee)
to try the world most expensive coffee freshly brew to your order. After the caffeine shot we will explore another
shopping site which are Rumah Kain or House of Fabric and also Bandung leather centre in Cibaduyut. At these
places you can get beautiful products at bargain price. In the evening dinner at Dapoer Sangkuriang restaurant
then drop back to hotel, free program.

Day 4: Transfer Out (B/-/-)
After breakfast and check out then depart to the airport or train station but before that quick stop by at Kartika
Sari for last minute souvenirs and snacks shopping.

Day 4: Transfer Out to Jakarta (B/L/-)
After breakfast and check out then depart for Jakarta. Along the way stop at Kartika Sari souvenirs and snacks
central as well as other tourist sites along the way. Lunch at local restaurant then arrive in the afternoon in Jakarta.

BANDUNG (5d/4n) : Lets go to everywhere!
Day 1: Pasar Baru Trade Center - Toko Tiga - Saung Udjo - Riau Street Area (-/L/D)
Pickup at the airport or train station by our driver and guide then visit to Pasar Baru Bandung or also known as
Pasar Baru Trade Center. Here you can find floors of clothes, garments and textiles at bargain price. Next lunch at a
local restaurant serving authentic and halal Sundanese/Bandung food. Afterward, visit to Toko Tiga which is the
factory outlet for local and international jeans brand. Later, more shopping trip to Riau Street Area with easy
access to famous factory outlet such as Heritage, The Summit, The Secret, Oasis, Terminal Tas, Stamp and many
more. In the afternoon trip to Saung Udjo to see traditional bamboo music performance and dance. In the
afternoon drop to hotel for check in. In the evening. Later pickup for dinner at Belacan Restaurant serving
Indonesian flying fish an authentic Indonesian cuisine. In the evening visiting the old town area known as Jalan
Braga. Go back in time by strolling down the street and see the old and historic buildings now turned as shops and
cafes. Later drop back to hotel and free program.

Day 2: North Bandung (B/L/D)
Early rise then trip to North Bandung where we will visit the infamous Tangkuban Perahu Volcano. The myth that
surround this volcano dates back to centuries and become a nation wide fairytale about a forbidden story of
Sangkuriang and Dayang Sumbi. Hiking up closer to the crater to enjoy the beautiful view and here also you can
check how the locals boil eggs using the natural hot spring. Next, we will relax by enjoying the hot spring in Ciater.
Located around 30 minutes from Tangkuban Perahu. The streams and pools are fed by warm mineral springs,
which are created by the heat from nearby volcanoes thus the water contains iodium and sulfur that are good for
skin and bone treatment. Next, we will visit a unique setting restaurant known for its deliciousness and natural
atmosphere. Afterward return back to Bandung city to visit factory outlets including Rumah Mode, Polo Ralph
Laurent, Nike and many more. Before return back to hotel visit to Bandung well know shopping center, Paris Van
Java mall. Then drop back to hotel for quick rest and later pick up again for dinner on the hill to enjoy amazing
Bandung night view. Drop back to hotel and free program.

Day 3: South Bandung (B/L/D)
In the morning meeting with guide and depart to Kawah Putih (White Crater Lake) in Ciwidey. The lake changes its
colour from bluish to whitish green or brown, depending on the concentration of sulphur and the temperature or
the oxidation state. Next visit to another natural site known as Patengan Lake, a very exotic lake with greenish
surrounding that can be explored using wooden boat. There is a small island in the middle of the lake that hold
interesting love story ofki Santang dan Dewi Rengganis where its believed that any couples visiting this island will
forever by together.

Next, relaxing at the majestic Ciwidei Tea Plantation where you can walk around and enjoy the fresh air later try
the local tea. Then lunch at Saung Gawir, a local Indonesian restaurant with variety of delicious choices from
seafood, Indonesian food and Sundanese food. In the afternoon, short stop at Kopi Luwak Plantation (Civet Coffee)
to try the world most expensive coffee freshly brew to your order. After the caffeine shot we will explore another
shopping site which are Rumah Kain or House of Fabric and also Bandung leather centre in Cibaduyut. At these
places you can get beautiful products at bargain price. In the evening dinner at Dapoer Sangkuriang restaurant
then drop back to hotel, free program.

Day 4: West Bandung (B/L/-)
After early breakfast meet with guide and we will visit The Stone Garden Geo Park. Layers of individuals rocks
located on the mountains that was believed some hundred years ago were submerged underwater. Now this place
offer a magnificent photo spots for guests. Later, not far from this location we will visit Goa Pawon (Pawon Cave)
where here Experts found the ancient human skeleton, cultural relics from Pre-Neolithic age such as a stone
bracelet, shaved, grindstones, and many various forms of artifacts. We can find a replica of human skeletons as the
symbol which presents ancient humans from four different ages who ever lived there. The main entrance of the
cave forms a narrow passage to the first high rock shelter called the Backyard Room. The chamber is big enough
and decorated by stalactites and flowstones. Moreover, inside the Main Hall is the existence of 40 cm thick of
volcanic deposits. There is also a big window in this chamber from which we can see the beautiful green valley
underneath. Lunch at local restaurant nearby then afterward we will visit Dusun Bambu Park to enjoy the scenery.
Later, traditional massage session to rejuvenate after days of exploring. In the evening drop back to hotel and free
programgim.

Day 5: Transfer Out (B/-/-)
After breakfast and check out then depart to the airport or train station but before that quick stop by at Kartika
Sari for last minute souvenirs and snacks shopping.

Day 5: Transfer Out to Jakarta (B/L/-)
After breakfast and check out then depart for Jakarta. Along the way stop at Kartika Sari souvenirs and snacks
central as well as other tourist sites along the way. Lunch at local restaurant then arrive in the afternoon in Jakarta.

